Arts, now become alife-job. One of those mediocrities who have found the right string to pull.**
*e A Parisian's Gossip." Clement Vautel was making fun of the pacifists. Vautel, heir to Hardouin's mantle. One of those notorious exponents of the common-sense point of view, who make it their business, from generation to generation, to confirm the average man in his low-brow range of thought. In his routine as a domestic animal. In his potbellied optimism. One of those people thanks to whom the reign of the rogues goes on. At the moment he was trying to discredit the Peace Tribunal at The Hague. Jerphanion did not believe that the Hague Tribunal was going to perform miracles ; but he would have liked to have this Parisian in his peasant's hands.
He turned the page. " The panic on the Bourse." That was in connection with the Balkan crisis. To be read later on, with the rest of it.. ..
ct Conference Notes. The General Workers' Federation at Marseilles." The Mayor of Marseilles having prohibited the discussion of an antimilitarist resolution in the hall of the Labour Exchange, a municipal building, the Congress had removed to another hall.
Militarism, antimilitarism - these were not mere words to Jerphanion. They meant a vast range of thought, in whose very centre he had had a vivid experience. For a whole year, from the sounding of Reveille to the sounding of Lights Out, Jerphanion had meditated about militarism. He had made thousands of individual reflections. He had encountered hundreds of detailed ideas, brand-new as inventions. He had discovered numerous points of view. He had rejected no kind of mental verification. He had tried to think about the Army successively as a dragoon officer, as a N.C.O., as a private in an African battalion, as a, peasant* as an intellectual. No argument was a novelty to him.
He tibanked these General Workers' Federation people for being the only people in France who were trying to take militarism by the throat. But he was a little distrustful of

